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Tradition
is good.
Innovation
is better.
And the right combination of the two is even
better: “innovative by tradition” is TONDEO’s recipe for success. For more than 80 years. Today
TONDEO is one of the world’s leading brands of
hairdressing scissors. Our scissors and razors are
convincing in terms of their technology and design
and are specifically tailored to your requirements.
Even in the manufacture of our “masterpieces”, we
rely on the right combination: precise hand work,
the use of state-of-the-art machines, technologies
and years of know-how allow high-quality unique
items to be created. We will present these to you
in detail in this catalogue.
Put your trust in a brand that is rich in tradition,
and tread innovative paths with us.
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Some 150 processes must be
completed before you are able
to hold your TONDEO scissors
in your hands.
High-tech and handcrafting We employ the right combination of precise manual processing
and modern technologies in the
manufacture of our „masterpieces“.
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From
the cut
to the
Finish.

The BAJAC hairstyle collection
- Art of Hair
www.bajac.de

We produce the tools for creative minds.
What would you like? Short or long, fringed, thinned or voluminous? You deal
with these and similar questions every day – always with the aim in view of
making your customers happy and getting the best out of the various types.
Your customers have confidence in you. Have confidence in TONDEO.
We support your creative work with attractive products and exclusive tips.
And we support you in all areas as a competent partner with a comprehensive
product range. All our products – from scissors to styling mousse – work perfectly with one another and thus make precise styling possible for you from
the cut to the finish.
We offer support for your service concept with perfectly matched product
sets.
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Your
hairdressing
partner

Well seRved
in all instances

You can find your
contact with just a
few clicks.
tondeo.de/en/other/
international/

know how
---------------

---------------

---------------
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TONDEO has the best network in all areas of expertise - which means it always has the
latest information when it comes to market developments, trends and specific requirements from our customers. Competence we are keen to show off with our partners.

TONDEO is committed:
to the promotion and
enhancement of the
quality of the hairdressing trade. And to the
promotion and qualification of
disadvantaged young
people, to make a better future possible for
them through vocational training or further
training. Therefore,

TONDEO supports
well-known projects,
such as „WELLAUNICEF MAKING
WAVES“, initiated by
Wella Professionals and
UNICEF, as well as the
a ti o n e n z u r
S ti
or m
ftu
Intercoiffure e h r I n f
ng
Herbert
Burkhardt
Foundation. STIFTUNG

We develop our innovations together with
hairdressers throughout
the world and work closely with a wide variety
of hairdressing organisations. Together with
top players, TONDEO
develops scissors and
tools that are exclu-

sively available with
the seal „Art Edition“.
Here, you can find
genuine top products
– developed
by pros for
pros.

Wir fördern Talente!
ww

w.i n te rc o iff u r e. d e

Youtube

How to videos, tips and tricks
youtube.com/TONDEOsolingen

Facebook

The professional on your side
we are
committed.
by conviction.

Usage videos and step-by-step explanations
TONDEO.de/en/other/know-how

Always be in touch with the
TONDEO-Community.
facebook.com/TONDEOsolingen

fied and motivated field
sales team, competent
global partners, or our
online media. We are
represented at all of
the relevant hairdressing fairs nationally and
internationally as you
would expect.

M

Questions, wishes, suggestions? As your trusted
partner, we are always on hand to help. It may be
in person or digitally, but it will always be competent. Speak to us, or send us an email. Your personal TONDEO consultant can easily be found on our
website.

Our goal: To offer the
best possible support
to the hairdresser. We
always keep a very
close eye on the market, maintaining close
relationships with a
variety of hairdressing companies, and
of course hairdressers
themselves. Our tools
reach hairdressers from
all over the world, either via our highly-quali-

Instagram

Always well and truly in the picture!
instagram.com/TONDEOsolingen
---------------

The TONDEO
Art Edition.
By Pros
for Pros.
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CUT
It is in your hands.
And in our tools.
Around 150 steps are necessary before you can hold a pair of TONDEO scissors in
your hands. There is a long journey from the blank to the polished scissors. Our 5 lines
of scissors and our razors offer the right tool for everyone from the entry-level employee to the top stylist. They all have one thing in common: the high quality standard
made in Solingen.
Whether classics or trend products, the quality of the materials and the processing of
the products are subject to the strictest criteria. Every pair of scissors is checked individually before it leaves the production site. This is in Solingen, the top address in the
world for razors, blades and scissors. All TONDEO hairdressing scissors are exclusively
produced here.

PREMIUM-Line

10

S-Line

E-Line

C-Line

A-Line

M-Line
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THE CRITERIA FOR GOOD
SCISSORS

THE DESIGN

Classic

There are 4 scissors designs that are
characterised by different ergonomic
features. In the classic design, the
lower and upper blades are identical.
The Chiro design is characterised by an
optimised blade/stem proportion with
leverage. In the various versions of the
offset design, the angled handle area
or the shortened thumb blade ensure
natural handling and relaxed operation.
In addition, the thumb musculature
is relieved by closing points that are
far apart. Due to the special Cræne
design, an ergonomic scissor position
is achieved, in which the wrist, arm and
shoulder are relieved.

Chiro

Offset

Serration cutting edges are particularly suited for
trims and new hairdressers, as they minimise the
pushing forward of the hair. Slicing techniques are
only possible with polished blades. Due to
various sharpening techniques and cutting angles,
a sharpness and lifespan is achieved that reaches

its optimum in the premium line with the DGT
and the integrated cutting edge. A good pair of
thinning scissors must be able to be drawn out
of the hair when closed and the hair may not be
crushed.

THE CUTTING EDGE

Cræne

Slice

Micro

Tulip

the screw system

SCISSOR
DIAGRAM*

If a screw is loose, the scissor blades do not close
optimally, resulting in the cutting edge being destroyed and the hair being crushed. A screw that
is adjusted too tightly also destroys the cutting

Handle ring
Finger ring

blades. The TONDEO screws guarantee optimum
scissor tension even in the A-line.

Joint
Lower blade

Blade base

Halmansatz

Screw

Finger hook

Cutting
Edge
Blade

Between
Spine
Shank

Upper blade
Pivot point
Stop buffer

*erms as stated in the Trade Standards Committee in the
DNA (German Standards Committee)

Joint base

TS screw

1

12

2

3

4

5

6

Basic screw

the pivot point

Scissor dimensions in Rhenish inches

0

Comfort screw integrated
into the design

7

A good pivot point must guarantee that the scissor blades do
not become interweaved. The more accurate a pivot point,
the more stable the cut, the more durable the scissors and the
easier the operation. TONDEO scissors have special pivot points
or a flat pivot point that increasingly optimise these properties.
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We safeguard
the quality of
your scissors.
Our professional sharpening service in Solingen
brings your scissors back to their best. If you want
to be able to rely on your TONDEO scissors for
a long time to come, make sure you have them
resharpened at TONDEO. All scissors are re-sharpened at our plant in Solingen and original parts
are replaced as required. The necessary work is
done by our trained and qualified specialists – on
the same high-precision equipment with which
we produce our new TONDEO scissors. We test
your scissors thoroughly before leaving our factory
(cutting ease, operating quality) - just as carefully
as we do our new scissors.

The TONDEO
scissor classes
A-Line

C-Line

E-Line

S-Line

PREMIUM-Line

MAINTENANCE INSTRUCTIONS
Scissors

Razors and blades

Scissors should be cleaned every day with an oil
cloth. In the case of severe contamination, rinse
the scissors under running water, then rub some
scissor oil into the whole pair of scissors, including
the cutting edges. Ideally wet the pivot point with
a drop of scissor oil every day, so that operation
and cutting remain good in the long-term. Keep
the scissors safe to avoid damages to points and
cutting edges. Regular re-sharpening lengthens
the lifespan of the scissors. Always have them
re-sharpened by the original manufacturer, as only
the latter can bring the original sharpness with the
original cutting edge angles back to the scissors.

Use a new blade for each customer for
hygiene reasons. Rinse the razor itself daily under
running water and disinfect it if necessary.

With the increased precision and combination of all features, the softness of cutting action and the
durability of sharpness are reinforced.
A pair of scissors is closed approximately 1.54 million times a year. The closing force required for a
cost-effective pair of scissors is the same as the force need to move more than two fully-grown blue
whales. The Premium Line has been developed technically in such a way that the force exerted on
your hand per year has almost been halved.
14
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MYTHOS | Mythos BLACK
MYTHOS DAMAST
Zentao | ZENTAO BLACK
Unique
Pure Inspiration
ORganics | organics black
Element

Premium-Line
Perfect technology.
Elegant design.
Those who give their best every day have a right to the best: the scissors of our
Premium range. Unique comfort, innovative precision technology and an elegant
design are combined in the brilliant scissors of this range.

16
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Premium-Line

MYTHOS
The legendary scissors in terms of
cutting-edge technology.
Thanks to the Star Auto-cleaner, this top model virtually cleans itself.
Wave: eroded, concentric tulip teeth on the upper blade.
Black: with black, high-gloss and non-allergenic titanium coating.
When it comes to technology and sharpness, one thing is true:
The legend lives on!

9004 Mythos Offset 5.75 Wave (24)

9001 Mythos Offset 5.0
9002 Mythos Offset 5.5
9009 Mythos Offset 6.0

9015 Mythos Offset 5.75 Wave (42)

9006 Mythos Offset 5.75 Wave (36)

ERIC PFALZGRAF
Salon owner/
french top-player in Paris
www.coiff1rst.com
» I started out with a pair of TONDEO
scissors and have been using the
MYTHOS ever since «

18

9008 Mythos Black Offset 5.75 Wave (24)
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Premium-Line

»Precise operations can only
be carried out with highquality precise tools.«
MARCO OVERATH
Salon owner
International player
Image Hair Group, Düsseldorf
www.imagehairgroup.de

9007 Mythos Black Offset 5.5
9013 Mythos Black Offset 6.0

»Collection creations are the professional driving
force by which I am able to embody the creative
side of my profession. Precise operations can only
be carried out with high-quality precise tools.
Similar to the development of trends, tools must also
continue to be developed further. Due to the the
high demands I make of my work, I have found the
right tool partner in TONDEO Solingen. The concept
behind the design in conjunction with the highest
levels of functionality and individuality, are reflected
not only in our looks but also in the tools we use.«

9014 Mythos Black Offset 5.75 Wave (36)

Collection MARLOWE
Image Hair Group
Twice a year, the Düsseldorf-based
Image Hair Group publishes a new
collection inspired by the current
trends in London. The entire project
takes, on average, two months from
the initial idea, through to the
complete implementation of the
collection world. The high demands
are reflected in the chosen tools:
Precise haircuts require precise
premium tools.
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MYTHOS
9001
9002
9009
9006
9004
9015
9008
9007
9013
9014

MYTHOS
MYTHOS
Mythos
MYTHOS
MYTHOS
MYTHOS
MYTHOS
MYTHOS
MYTHOS
MYTHOS

Offset 5.0
Offset 5.5
Offset 6.0
Offset 5.75 Wave (36)
Offset 5.75 Wave (24)
Offset 5.75 Wave (42)
Black Offset 5.75 Wave (24)
Black Offset 5.5
Black Offset 6.0
Black Offset 5.75 Wave (36)

Screw connection
TS screw system
Properties
convex blade; 9002 and 9009: integrated cutting edge
Wave: concentric teeth on the upper blade

9002
9009

Surface
sisal hand polished, high-gloss, compressed
Black: high-gloss, non-allergenic titanium coating
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Premium-Line

Damascus
steel –
Sensation
design with
long tradition!

9012 Mythos Damast Offset 6.0

TONDEO damascene scissors are fully manufactured, from blade tip to finger ring, from stainless
steel, 100 % damacus steel. The unique look of
these scissors is thanks to the traditional Solingen
„Large rose decor“, that decorated the infamous,
razor-sharp damascene swords back in the 17th
century. TONDEO upholds this tradition with
damascene scissors characterised by particularly
sharp blades, extreme durability and an unmistakable design.

9030 Sensation Offset 5.5

Dominic Danilo Aquaro
Educator at Image Hair Group,
Düsseldorf
www.imagehairgroup.de
»When I was 14 years old, my then hairdresser cut
my hair using Mythos scissors. The design of these
scissors impressed me, even then: Timeless, ergonomic and durable. My personal favourite, and the
tool I use on a daily basis, is the Mythos Damast.
I have never before worked with such a high-quality pair of scissors and am very happy with them.«
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MYTHOS DAMAST

SENSATION

9012

9030

MYTHOS Damast 6.0

Surface
Solingen Great Roses pattern
Screw connection
TS screw system
Properties
convex blade

SENSATION Offset 5.5

Surface
Solingen Great Roses pattern
Screw connection
TS screw system
Properties
convex blade, ergonomic scissors design
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Premium-Line | zentao

zentao
Unmistakably
inspired by Asia

9042 Zentao Offset 5.5
9041 Zentao Offset 6.0
9040 Zentao Offset 6.5

The extravagant ZENTAO fully represents the trend for long scissors.
Particularly convincing are the elegant partially satinised design with the
concealed screw and the ergonomically designed finger rings that support
a secure and pleasant hand position in the different techniques. The Zentao
Black with a non-allergenic, wear-resistant titanium coating.
Also available with micro-serration on one side as ORGANICS.

9043 Zentao Black Offset 5.5
9044 Zentao Black Offset 6.0
9045 Zentao Black Offset 6.5

Josephine Acht
Top stylist at Salon
Martina Acht, Offenbach
www.martinaacht.de
»I love the unusual design of the Zentao
scissors with their concealed screw.
The special shape makes them a real
eyecatcher. But they rest perfectly in the
hand and, thanks to their size, are a very
effective pair of scissors. They are also
very delicate and thus ideal for transitions
and elaborate techniques.«
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ZENTAO
9042
9041
9040
9043
9044
9045

Zentao
Zentao
Zentao
Zentao
Zentao
Zentao

Offset 5.5
Offset 6.0
Offset 6.5
Black Offset 5.5
Black Offset 6.0
Black Offset 6.5

Screw connection
concealed screw system
Properties
extra-long dagger blade, integrated finger hook,
ergonomically designed finger rings

Surface
sisal hand polished, high-gloss, compressed, partially
satinised
Black: high-gloss, non-allergenic titanium coating
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Premium-Line

unique
Unique in both design
and technology

PURE INSPIRATION
For shear
cutting pleasure

The extravagant design of UNIQUE meets the high design demands with
specially shaped, open eye rings and forged finger hooks. The soft fins that
can be inserted in the finger rings for individual comfort are also unique. The
convex blade and integrated face allow the smallest cutting angle with the
best sharpness and stability.

The attractiveness of these scissors: The greatest degree of ergonomics,
design and high-quality materials. For the hairdresser, working with PURE
Inspiration means sustained outstanding sharpness without pushing the hair
forward. Or to cut it short: pure cutting pleasure!

9024 Unique Offset 5.5
9025 Unique Offset 6.0

9505 PURE Inspiration Offset 5.75

Raphaël
Perrier
Salon Owner,
Toulouse

maik kaiser
Creative trainer, top stylist &
fashion blogger

www.raphaelperrier.com

»I value the PURE INSPIRATION in particular for
its high level of precision and accuracy.
It is ideally suited to compact and straight contours. Its gentle sharpness slides gently when
slice cutting into the hair. The special feature of
these scissors: Due to the Pure-steel used, they
remain very sharp for a long time and are very
resistant to wear.«

www.kaisers-neue-kleider.com

»I like the ergonomics
of these scissors and
the energy of the
blade that enables me
to be creative without
compromising
on comfort.«

UNIQUE
9024
9025

Unique Offset 5.5
Unique Offset 6.0

Surface
sisal hand-polished, high gloss compressed
Screw connection
TS screw system
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PURE INSPIRATION
Properties
Annealed in the sub-zero pro-cess, convex blade,
forged finger hook, integrated face,
open finger rings with soft inserts

9505

PURE Inspiration Offset 5.75

Surface
sisal hand-polished, high-quality partly satin-coated
Screw connection
TS screw system

Properties
extraordinary sharpness and cutting stability thanks to 9 %
vanadium and the Pure-process, integrated cutting edge
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Premium-Line

organics
Soft cuts in dry hair
These scissors were developed for the organic haircut, in cooperation with BrockmannundKnoedler.
The thinning scissors of the OrganicS range are
available with three different types of teeth and are
suitable specifically for a smooth cut in dry hair, in
accordance with the Organic Haircutting Concept
of BUK.

6086 Organic S.zero Offset 5.75 Tulip (42)

©Florian Büttner for BrockmannandKnoedler

6046 Organic S.1 Offset 5.75 Tulip (32)
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©Sandrino Donnhauser photography for BrockmannundKnoedler

©Sandrino Donnhauser photography for
BrockmannundKnoedler

6084 Organic S.2 Offset 5.75 Tulip (24)

Premium-Line

Petra Brockmann &
Thomas BrockmannKnödler
Owners and innovators of
OrganicHairCutting
»The OrganicS1 was developed from one simple
wish, to support the hairdressing trade and to
create a tool that underlines the quality and
professionalism of the organic haircut.

©Marcel Schwickerath for
BrockmannundKnoedler

A pair of OrganicS® scissors is a quality tool for
everyone who has discovered organic hair cutting
for themselves and wishes to provide their
customers, the added-value of efficiency, durability
and naturalism. That is the tool for the trade!
We advise visiting an OrganicHairCutting® Seminar
at the BrockmannundKnoedlerAcademy, Private
School for Individual Hair Language.«
OrganicHairCutting® seminar program:
www.brockmannundknoedler.de

6083 Organic S.line.1 Offset 6.5
Long, micro-fine-toothed blades for precise cutting
for base cuts and contours.

ORGANICS by BrockmannundKnoedler
6086
6046
6084
6083

Organic
Organic
Organic
Organic

S.zero Offset 5.75 Tulip (42)
S.1 Offset 5.75 Tulip (32)
S.2 Offset 5.75 Tulip (24)
S.line.1 Offset 6.5

Surface
sisal hand polished, high-gloss, compressed
S.line.1: partially satinised
Screw connection
TS screw system Line.1: concealed screw system
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Properties
optimised for the organic haircut by BrockmannundKnoedler
S.line.1: extra-long dagger blade, integrated finger hook,
ergonomically designed ring

6083
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Premium-Line

element
The slimline scissors with
a little extra swing
The ELEMENT inspires with its slimline silhouette. It sits perfectly in the hand;
the particularly ergonomic offset design allows extremely short movements.
The organically formed lower blade makes gliding, elegant turning possible.

9052 Element Offset 5.5

Jacqueline Dippl
Founder and
owner of the
Bajac hairgroup,
Osnabrück
www.bajac.de
»I like urban style and the casual elegance. Our cutting technique is inspired by Bauhaus style. Clean lines and
shapes require perfect, precise work
with the best of tools.«
Bajac has developed over the years, from an individual salon to
a group of companies with target-group oriented concepts at
the highest subjective level. The Bajac Hairgroup embodies the
luxury concept Art of Hair, multiple premium hair-lounges ad
young, dynamic salon labels such as Inzone and Luxusbunt.
The tailored partner concept Bajac & friends enhances the
portfolio of the group. The premium concept of the Bajac
Hairgroup reflects the demands of owner Jacqueline Dippl in
every detail and also reveals the secret of her success. Inspired
by Vidal Sasoon, Jacqueline Dippl has been promoting
sustainable training and further education since the conception
of her label. Thus, the Bajac Academy is not just the logical
consequence of here actions, but also something that is very
close to her heart.
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9054 Element Offset 5.75 Tulip (39)

ELEMENT
9052
9054

Element Offset 5.5
Element Offset 5.75 Tulip (39)

Surface
sisal hand polished, high-gloss, compressed
Screw connection
TS screw system

Properties
organically formed lower blade long, convex blade
9052: integrated cutting edge
Tulip: concentric teeth (0.8/0.8)

9052
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Premium-Line | MYTHOS
SUPRA
VICTORY
7EVEN
CRÆNE
SATELLITE

S-Line
Real top class.
For great tips.
You have a mind of your own? We have the right tool for you. In our S-Line range, top
hairdressers can find top class scissors. The scissors are the perfect combination of
innovative technology and an exclusive design and offer you a maximum level of
safety and comfort.

34
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s-Line

supra
Elegant classic with
slim blades
Ralf AND Birgit Nusskern
Salon owners,
Nusskern Friseure, Dannstadt
He is German champion,
European cup winner and
vice world-champion.

Ideally suited to fine cuts: The SUPRA. With its delicate, convex blade
and fine stem, it allows particularly good access to the hair.
Attractive details: goldcoloured logo, finger hook and screw design.
Available in the classic and offset designs.

www.nusskern-friseure.de
»We, Ralf and Birgit Nusskern have been cutting
hair for 30 respectively 20 years using SUPRA
scissors. The SUPRA Tulip is ideal for removing
large volumes at speed. It ensures a very soft
process and very rational operation. And is great
fun to use.«
8565 Supra Offset 5.0
8576 SUPRA Offset 5.5
8577 SUPRA Offset 6.0

8544 SUPRA Offset 5.75 Tulip (34)
The hairdressing collection includes four trend-setting looks for the modern man of tomorrow and
covers various facets of his masculine identity. In
doing so, it is the subtle differences and stark contrasts that dominate the trend. The industrial look
represents urban modernity and simple elegance in
combination with raw naturalism. In this nusskern
hairdressers, along with creative duo Birgit and
Ralf Nusskern, employ classic cuts, sharp contours
and courageous, extravagant styling.
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s-Line

supra fasson
Unique techniques for
high demands
Trendy undercuts and in-demand facon cuts – here the SUPRA Fasson is
perfect. Tulip teeth and the pronounced blade arc offer large, consistent
spaces for the uncut hair, thus easing dynamic operations and supporting
the soft cut. The classic shape with two short finger rests enables operation
with the best-possible, ergonomic hand-positioning for every technique – for
left-handed users also. Rotating the scissors enables particularly soft facon
and under-cut styles.
Or to cut it short: The SUPRA Fasson is an indispensable tool not just for
barbers but for any salon!

8555 Supra Classic 5.0
8556 Supra Classic 5.5
8557 Supra Classic 6.0

8564 SUPRA Classic 6.0 Tulip Fasson

8558 Supra Classic 5.75 Tulip (34)
8550 Supra Classic 5.75 Tulip (42)
8559 Supra Classic 6.25 Tulip (47)

SUPRA
8565
8576
8577
8544
8555
8556
8557
8558
8550
8559

Supra
SUPRA
SUPRA
SUPRA
Supra
Supra
Supra
Supra
Supra
Supra

Offset 5.0
Offset 5.5
Offset 6.0
Offset 5.75 Tulip (34)
Classic 5.0
Classic 5.5
Classic 6.0
Classic 5.75 Tulip (34)
Classic 5.75 Tulip (42)
Classic 6.25 Tulip (47)

Properties
delicate and pointed, convex blade, fine stem,
gold-colouredlogo

SUPRA FASSON
8564 SUPRA Classic 6.0 Tulip Fasson

8576
8577

SURFACE
sisal hand-polished, extremely shiny, compressed
SCREW CONNECTION
comfort screw

Properties
filigree and pointed, convex blade, fine stem,
golden logo

Surface
sisal hand polished, high-gloss, compressed
Screw connection
Comfort screw
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s-Line

supra textura
Particularly soft,
dynamic texturing
Our elegant texturiser for complete haircuts – thanks to extra large hair
capture spaces and a supporting guide tooth. The two shortened finger hooks
in the classic design make work with any hand position possible.

8562 Supra Classic Textura (15)

SUPRA Double Thinning
Simply twice as efficient
Space wonder: with the teeth on both sides, the catch spaces are doubled and
offer so much space for uncut hair on meshes with the same thinning grade
compared with an thinning with the same teeth (e. g. Art. no. 8558).
This makes Supra Double Thinning ideal for dynamic work, faster thinning for
long hair and efficient wig cutting.

8563 Supra Classic 6.0 Double Thinning (32)

SUPRA TEXTURA
8562

SUPRA Classic Textura (15)

Surface
sisal hand polished, high-gloss, compressed
Screw connection
slotted screw
Properties
extra large hair capture spaces, supporting guide tooth, 15
teeth in a set of teeth with micro-fine serration, 2 short finger
hooks
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SUPRA DOUBLE THINNING
8563

Supra Classic 6.0 Double Thinning (32)

Surface
sisal hand-polished, high gloss compressed
Screw connection
comfort screw

Properties
Double catch space, concentrical teeth,
2 short finger hooks
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s-Line

supra ts
Sharpness and stability in
a timeless, elegant design
Lovers of stable scissors will be enthusiastic about the SUPRA TS which
elegantly combines sharpness and stability. Thanks to a high proportion of
cobalt in the scissor alloy, a long-lasting cutting performance can be ensured.
The stable, wide, convex blade ensures high guiding accuracy when slice
cutting – and thanks to extreme sharpness and low pushing forward, cutting
even thick tresses is an easy task.

8593 Supra TS Offset 5.5

8595 SUPRA TS Classic 5.5

8594 Supra TS Offset 5.5 Tulip (34)

SUPRA TS

8596 Supra TS Classic 5.75 Tulip (34)

8595
8596
8593
8594

SUPRA TS Classic 5.5
Supra TS Classic 5.75 Tulip (34)
Supra TS Offset 5.5
Supra TS Offset 5.5 Tulip (34)

Properties
stable, convex blade

SURFACE
sisal hand-polished, extremely shiny, compressed
SCREW CONNECTION
TS screw system
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s-Line

supra TS TITAN
Elegant, sharp, black
Reliability and stability combined with a stylish black colour. The SUPRA TS
Titan proves itself with its very sharp ultra-slice DGT cutting edge that
guarantees excellent slicing properties.

supra xl
The large slimline scissors for
contours and transitions
Slim and elegant – with its long and slim line, convex blade, the SUPRA XL
is the perfect pair of scissors for time-saving cutting of contours and gents‘
cuts. The 2 short finger hooks allow work in any hand position. Also suitable
for left-handed users. With non-allergenic, wear-resistant titanium coating.

8575 Supra XL All Black Classic 6.0

ANSGAR BANNERT
Salon owner, Passion Beauté,
Biebergemünd

1687 Supra TS Titan Classic 5.5

www.passion-beaute-rene.de
»The Supra XL Classic Black is extremely light and
very gentle in the hand. Thanks to its size, it is ideal
for cutting men‘s hair into transitions, as well as for
the top of the head. I find the good slice cutting
properties to be quite remarkable since they are
often lacking in scissors of this size.«

SUPRA TS TITAN

SUPRA XL

1687

8575

Supra TS Titan Classic 5.5

Surface
black, high-gloss, non-allergenic titanium coating
Screw connection
TS screw system
Properties
stable body of the scissors
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Supra XL All Black Classic 6.0

Surface
black, high-gloss, non-allergenic titanium coating
Screw connection
Comfort screw
Properties
Long, slim, convex blade, 2 short finger hooks
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s-Line

victory
Radical
shaping

8552 Victory Offset 5.5

The VICTORY provides a perfect
design with concealed screw system.
Clear curved lines and the radical
offset design for greater ergonomy
allow these scissors to appear perfect
in form. VICTORY Black with non-allergenic, wear-resistant titanium coating.

8549 Victory Black Offset 5.5

VICTORY
8552
8549

Victory Offset 5.5
Victory Black Offset 5.5

Properties
extreme offset design, stable, compact body of the scissors,
dagger blade, slimline blades

Surface
sisal hand polished, high-gloss, compressed
Black: black, high-gloss non-allergenic titanium coating
Screw connection
concealed screw system
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S-Line

7even
The elegant long scissors
The 7EVEN spreads maximum efficiency over its slimline
7 inches. The forged finger hooks and the ergonomic offset
design offer stable and optimum control. The 7EVEN Black
with non-allergenic, non-wearing titanium nitride coating.

8524 7even Black Offset 7.0

8507 7even Offset 7.0

Attila Can
German Champion 2017
Salon Haar Manufaktur,
Bremen
www.h-manufaktur.de
»The 7even DELUXE is the perfect pair
of scissors for clean and clear cuts for
men and for gentle shaping on women.
These scissors are the perfect
all-rounders.«

7EVEN
8524
8507

7even Black Offset 7.0
7even Offset 7.0

Properties
slimline, convex blade, forged finger hook,
gold-coloured logo

Surface
sisal hand polished, compressed surface
Black: high-gloss, non-allergenic titanium coating
Screw connection
Comfort screw integrated into the design
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s-Line

crÆne
Brings a fresh impetus
to your cutting

satellite
The stable ones
with an elegant design

The CRÆNE provides ergonomy in a new dimension. The elegantly curved
blade not only looks stylish, but also makes a straight cut possible with the
slightest turn of the wrist and lift of the shoulder.

High stability due to a wide, convex blade is combined harmoniously with the
elegant design. The elegant appearance is completed by design elements and
the logo in gold.

8553 Cræne Offset 6.0

8581 Satellite Silver Classic 5.5

crÆne
8553

Cræne Offset 6.0

Surface
sisal hand polished, high-gloss, compressed
Screw connection
Comfort screw integrated into the design
Properties
curved blade with a cræne design,
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SATELLITE
dual blade: upper blade with dagger blade, lower blade with
flat, convex blade, design-integrated screw, handle recesses

8581

Satellite Silver Classic 5.5

Surface
sisal hand polished, high-gloss, compressed
Screw connection
TS screw system
Properties
stable, convex blade,
Satellite icon on the inside of the blade
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Premium-Line | MYTHOS
OPUS
OREA
ATELIER

E-Line
A pair of scissors.
All possibilities.
You can rely exclusively on your technical skill. Or you can rely on a pair of TONDEO
scissors from our E-Line range. These are our long-lasting all-rounders for discriminating hairdressers. No matter what cutting technique you use – our E-Line scissors are
on the job with the greatest precision.
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e-Line

opus
Convincing universal talent

orea
All-rounder for demanding users

The allrounder with the long and stable blade. With polished cutting edge and
sharpened hollow ground Super-Slice blades for good operation. Ergonomic
handle area with integral finger hook.

Discriminating hairdressers can rely entirely on our robust all-rounder OREA.
The pronounced offset ensures relaxed work and accurate cutting results.

NEW: OREA Edition with angled thumb ring.

8081 OPUS Offset 5.5
8082 OPUS Offset 6.0

8032ED
8033ED

Orea Offset 5.5 Edition
Orea Offset 6.0 Edition

8083 OPUS Offset 5.25 Effi (32)
8084 OPUS Offset 5.75 Effi (35)

Charleen Bredtmann
Trainee at Bredtmann
Spirit of hair, Wuppertal
www.bredtmann.de
»My Opus was my first pair of scissors, the ones I learnt to cut properly with.
And although I used to frequently cut mannequin heads at Meininghaus, I have
still not yet needed to have them re-sharpened. Now they are one year old.
The way in which they are ground means that hair is not pushed away and can
be cut very easily. I am very happy with them and they are still my
favourite scissors.«

OPUS
8081
8082
8083
8084

OPUS Offset 5.5
OPUS Offset 6.0
OPUS Offset 5.25 Effi (32)
OPUS Offset 5.75 Effi (35)

SURFACE
contour-polished, high-gloss surface with partial frosting
crew connection
Comfort screw integrated into the design
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8031 Orea Offset 5.0
8032 Orea Offset 5.5
8033 Orea Offset 6.0

8034 Orea Offset 5.75 Effi (35)

OREA
Properties
Ergonomic handle with forged finger hook
Stable, convex blade

8031
8032
8033
8034
8032ED
8033ED

Orea Offset 5.0
Orea Offset 5.5
Orea Offset 6.0
Orea Offset 5.75 Effi (35)
Orea Offset 5.5 Edition
Orea Offset 6.0 Edition

Screw connection
Comfort screw
Properties
Pronounced offset shape
8032ED/8033ED angled thumb ring

Surface
polished contours, high-gloss
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e-Line

atelier
Enthusiastic about precision
ATELIER is presented as a fine, elegant all-rounder for the discriminating
hairdresser.
Available in the classic and offset designs.

8056 Atelier Offset 5.0
8057 Atelier Offset 5.5
8058 Atelier Offset 6.0

8051 Atelier Classic 5.0
8052 Atelier Classic 5.5
8053 Atelier Classic 6.0

8059 Atelier Offset 5.25 Effi (31)

ATELIER
8054 Atelier Classic 5.25 Effi (33)
8055 Atelier Classic 6.25 Effi (45)

8051
8052
8053
8054
8055
8056
8057
8058
8059

Atelier
Atelier
Atelier
Atelier
Atelier
Atelier
Atelier
Atelier
Atelier

Classic 5.0
Classic 5.5
Classic 6.0
Classic 5.25 Effi (33)
Classic 6.25 Effi (45)
Offset 5.0
Offset 5.5
Offset 6.0
Offset 5.25 Effi (31)

Screw connection
Comfort screw
Properties
convex, slimline blade

Surface
polished contours, high-gloss
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Premium-Line | MYTHOS
SLICY
CENTURY
TCHIRO
TRIANGLE
VEGAS

C-Line
Here, the performance is
convincing. And the price.
But the C-Line scissors are not bestsellers just because of the unbeatable
price-performance ratio. Here, experienced hairdressers can find elegant and
technically sound scissors that are almost indestructible and survive their daily
use effortlessly.
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c-Line

slicy
Slim and ergonomic
The slimline designer scissors SLICY is not just an
optical eyecatcher, it also enables more ergonomic
use thanks to two finger rest positions and
comfortable guiding grooves. The long and slim
slicing blade is particularly characteristic.

7620 slicy Offset 5.75

7621 slicy Black Offset 5.75

SLICY
7620
7621

slicy Offset 5.75
slicy black Offset 5.75

PROPERTIES
convex blade with polished inner cutting edge enables all
cutting techniques, ergonomic finger grooves

SURFACE
hand-polished, high-gloss surface
Black: High-quality, chemical-resistant special coating
SCREW CONNECTION
separate, adjustable TONDEO comfort screw
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C-Line

century
A genuine century product
Not only the slimline design is persuasive, but also the wide range of possible
applications as slice, micro or thinning scissors.
Available in the classic and offset designs.

7521
7522
7523
7524
7530
7531
7532
7533

Century
Century
Century
Century
Century
Century
Century
Century

Micro Classic 5.0
Micro Classic 5.5
Micro Classic 6.0
Micro Classic 6.5
Slice Classic 4.5
Slice Classic 5.0
Slice Classic 5.5
Slice Classic 6.0

7525
7526
7527
1301

Century
Century
Century
Century

Classic
Classic
Classic
Classic

7535 Century Slice Offset 5.5
7511 Century Micro Offset 5.5

5.25 Effi (33)
5.25 Effi (40)
5.75 Effi (36)
6.25 Effi (44)

7513 Century Offset 5.75 Effi (36)

CENTURY
7535
7511
7513
7521
7522
7523
7524
7531
7532
7533
7525
7526
7527
1301
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Century
Century
Century
Century
Century
Century
Century
Century
Century
Century
Century
Century
Century
Century

Slice Offset 5.5
Micro Offset 5.5
Offset 5.75 Effi (36)
Micro Classic 5.0
Micro Classic 5.5
Micro Classic 6.0
Micro Classic 6.5
Slice Classic 5.0
Slice Classic 5.5
Slice Classic 6.0
Classic 5.25 Effi (33)
Classic 5.25 Effi (40)
Classic 5.75 Effi (36)
Classic 6.25 Effi (44)

Surface
Slice/Thinning Scissors: hand-polished, gleaming
Micro: silky matt finish, applied by hand
Screw connection
Basic screw
Properties
convex blade

Slice

Micro
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C-Line

tchiro
Perfectly proportioned

triangle
Design meets individualism

Relaxed cutting due to the effort-saving TONDEO chiro design – which
wins over the ergonomy-conscious hairdresser. The flat cutting edges with
micro fine serration on one-side for maximum grip and exceptional cutting
precision leave nothing to be desired.

The TONDEO TRIANGLE hair scissors are characterised by a geometric
design: the grips on the ring handles form the extravagant, rounded triangular
shape that gives it its name. The shanks are also anything but commonplace.
Slim to look at, they offer wide, comfortable rests for the fingers and high
ergonomic comfort. Another stylish detail is the attractive blend of shiny and
matte surfaces.

7601 TChiro Micro 125
7602 TChiro Micro 145

7613 TRIANGLE Classic 5.5

7604 TChiro 160 Effi (37)
7610 TRIANGLE Offset 5.5

7612 TRIANGLE Offset 5.75 Effi (35)

TCHIRO
7601
7602
7604

TChiro Micro 125
TChiro Micro 145
TChiro 160 Effi (37)

Surface
silky matt finish applied by hand
Screw connection
Basic screw
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TRIANGLE
Properties
convex blade, effort-saving
chiro design

7613
7610
7612

TRIANGLE Classic 5.5
TRIANGLE Offset 5.5
TRIANGLE Offset 5.75 Effi (35)

Properties
slim and sharp, sturdy blade; narrow stem with comfortable
finger rest

Surface
hand-polished, high-gloss surface with decorative
matte effects
Screw connection
comfort screw
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c-Line

vegas
Quality with a polished optic
Hairdressers with high quality standards will be inspired by these stable
scissors. As well as a gleaming appearance, the technical sophistication of
these scissors is persuasive. The Vegas Black with non-allergenic,
wear-resistant titanium coating. Available in the classic and offset designs.

7594 Vegas Classic 5.5

7504 Vegas Black Offset 5.5

7595 Vegas Classic 5.5 Effi (33)

7505 Vegas Black Offset 5.5 Effi (33)

7587 Vegas Offset 5.0
7588 Vegas Offset 5.5
7514 Vegas Offset 6.0

VEGAS
7594
7595
7587
7588
7514
7589
7515
7504
7505

7589 Vegas Offset 5.5 Effi (33)
7515 Vegas Offset 5.75 Effi (40)
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Vegas Classic 5.5
Vegas Classic 5.5 Effi (33)
Vegas Offset 5.0
Vegas Offset 5.5
Vegas Offset 6.0
Vegas Offset 5.5 Effi (33)
Vegas Offset 5.75 Effi (40)
Vegas Black Offset 5.5
Vegas Black Offset 5.5 Effi (33)

Screw connection
comfort screw
Properties
Offset: pronounced finger rests for secure guidance, stable
body of the scissors

Surface
hand-polished, gleaming
Black: high-gloss, non-allergenic titanium coating
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Premium-Line | MYTHOS
SLIM
SPIRIT
SPOTS
SPIDER

A-Line
Start small.
And make it big.
You can rely exclusively on what you have learnt. Or you can improve your
technique with a pair of TONDEO scissors. Our A-Line range offers new
hairdressers resilient scissors with an attractive design. Rely on the security
of a major brand from the start.
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a-Line

SLIM
The slim sharp ones

SPIRIT
Design & function

Slim silhouette: SLIM scissors stand out thanks to their particularly narrow and
straight blades. With all their slimness and lightness, these beginner‘s scissors
also impress with their great sharpness and glistening, polished surface.

Our slim SPIRIT scissors for the price-conscious hairstylist convince with their
sharp narrow blade, ergonomic grip area with forged finger hook and polished
surface. Attractive detail: the adjustable slotted screw with stylish decorative
cap.

7144 SLIM Offset 5.5

7160 Spirit Offset 5.5
7161 Spirit Offset 6.0

7162 Spirit Offset 5.25 Effi (33)
7163 Spirit Offset 5.75 Effi (39)

SLIM
7144

SLIM Offset 5.5

Surface
machine-polished
Screw connection
Basic screw
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SPIRIT
EProperties
Especially slim, light body with straight blades

7160
7161
7162
7163

Spirit
Spirit
Spirit
Spirit

Offset
Offset
Offset
Offset

5.5
6.0
5.25 Effi (33)
5.75 Effi (39)

Properties
Ergonomic grip area; sharp, narrow blade, with stylish
decorative cap

Surface
machine-polished
Screw connection
Basic screw
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a-Line

spots
The stable ones for beginners
The beginner model optionally offers a choice between a cutting edge with a
micro-fine serration and a polished cutting edge.
Available in the classic and offset designs.

7017 Spots Micro Classic 5.5
7019 Spots Slice Classic 5.5

7022 Spots Classic 5.5 Effi (33)

7018
7020
7021
7014

Spots
Spots
Spots
Spots

Micro Offset 5.5
Slice Offset 5.0
Slice Offset 5.5
Slice Offset 6.0

7023 Spots Offset 5.5 Effi (33)

SPOTS
7017
7019
7022
7018
7020
7021
7014
7023

Spots
Spots
Spots
Spots
Spots
Spots
Spots
Spots

Micro Classic 5.5
Slice Classic 5.5
Classic 5.5 Effi (33)
Micro Offset 5.5
Slice Offset 5.0
Slice Offset 5.5
Slice Offset 6.0
Offset 5.5 Effi (33)

Screw connection
Basic screw
Properties
straight blade

Slice

Micro

Surface
machine-polished
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The BAJAC hairstyle collection - Art of Hair
www.bajac.de
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a-Line

spider
Reliable coolness
Cool appearance, yet absolute reliability. The SPIDER Blue offers the
hair-expert creative options from the very beginning and makes a positive
impression in terms of its appearance too with its wear-resistant, non-allergenic
surface coated with blue titanium. Available in the classic and offset designs.
7034 Spider Blue Classic 5.0
7035 Spider Blue Classic 5.5

7024 Spider Shine Classic 5.0
7025 Spider Shine Classic 5.5

7037 Spider Blue Classic 5.25 Effi (33)

7036 Spider Blue Offset 5.5
7027 Spider Shine Classic 5.25 Effi (33)

7038 Spider Blue Offset 5.25 Effi (33)

SPIDER
7026 Spider Shine Offset 5.5

7028 Spider Shine Offset 5.25 Effi (33)

7024
7025
7027
7026
7028
7034
7035
7037
7036
7038

Spider
Spider
Spider
Spider
Spider
Spider
Spider
Spider
Spider
Spider

Shine Classic 5.0
Shine Classic 5.5
Shine Classic 5.25 Effi (33)
Shine Offset 5.5
Shine Offset 5.25 Effi (33)
Blue Classic 5.0
Blue Classic 5.5
Blue Classic 5.25 Effi (33)
Blue Offset 5.5
Blue Offset 5.25 Effi (33)

titanium coating
Screw connection
Basic screw
Properties
with fashionable decorative cap
straight blade

Surface
machine-polished wear-resistant, non-allergenic blue
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Premium-Line | MYTHOS
SUPRA TS LEFT
SPIDER LEFT
SPIDER LEFT Set

LEFT
Perfect operation.
As easy as can be.
In order to help left-handers to live out their potential as hairdressers, they need
special tools: Shaped as an exact mirror image of traditional scissors. Our scissors in
the LEFT range have handles, angles and rings ergonomically shaped specifically for
the left hand. In addition, the scissors enable ideal viewing of the cutting line at all
times. Enabling perfect left handed use!
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left

supra ts left
Top of the class
for demanding users

Anna Magerhans
Salon owner, »Friseurteam Haargenau«,
Ebergötzen

When did you make your first cut with a pair of
TONDEO scissors?
My first pair of Tondeo scissors was purchased at
the start of my training in 2006 and I have been
using only TONDEO scissors to cut ever since.

Which TONDEO left-handed scissors do you consider to be the best scissor
model?
In the past left-handers have not always had it easy finding suitable tools. For
this reason, I am very pleased that TONDEO meets the needs of left-handed
users with a selection of left-handed scissors. My recommendation is the
ergonomic Supra TS Offset Left 5.5 inch and the matching thinning scissors
Supra TS Offset Tulip Left in 5.75 inch with 35 teeth. The good thing about
that model: The adjustable TS screw allow the desired cutting tension to be
set so that every left-hander can choose a softer or harder cutting sensation
that meets their needs.

-hand
ft
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»My Tondeo scissors«

Why would you, as left-hander, recommend TONDEO left-handed scissors to
other hairstylists?
The key reason for me is the interplay of quality, price and performance.
Even when I started using my training set, I was sure that if I treated them
well, my first scissors would have a good, long life. During my career, this first
impression has been confirmed again and again. TONDEO scissors support
me and all of my demands, to this day, and guarantee me safe and precise
operation. Alongside the demands made of the product itself, the company
philosophy and the associated conscious decision in favour of a permanent
manufacturing site in Germany were also important to me. The seal of quality
of TONDEO is Made in Germany, this not only encourages jobs in this country
but also ensures that working conditions and manufacturing standards are
maintained at a high level in accordance with German law.
Our team has been composed of fixed circle of a total of seven people for
many years. Some team members have more than 20 years of professional
experience in which they have trusted in a pair of TONDEO scissors. This is, for
me personally, the best possible recommendation there could be.
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Was your first pair of scissors a left-handed pair,
and if so, which one?
As a left-hander, I chose a left-handed pair of scissors for my first pair. At the time, I started out with
a Spider Left training set, consisting of hairdressing
and thinning scissors. I still enjoy using them occasionally, even now. Since training I have had to have
the set re-sharpened only twice and I am still very happy with their durability
to this date.

Our top class left-handed model. Together with the matching thinning scissors,
it makes the perfect pair of scissors for a discriminating left-handed hairdresser
and provides an accurate cut and stability.

8560 Supra TS Offset 5.5 Left

8561 Supra TS Offset 5.75 Tulip (35) Left

SUPRA TS LEFT
8560
8561

Supra TS Offset 5.5 Left
Supra TS Offset 5.75 Tulip (35) Left

Surface
sisal hand polished, high-gloss, compressed surface
Screw connection
TS screw system
Properties
dagger blade for greater stability, Tulip teeth with
micro-fine serration

LEFT
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sets

spider left
Optimum cutting force

spider left set
Cool appearance, absolute reliability: The SPIDER Left offers creative freedom
from the very beginning. The fashionable decorative cap brings colour into
play while the attractive price also impresses!
Available in the classic and offset designs.

Absolute reliability for left-handers. These scissors have been especially
designed for left-handed users and guarantee optimal cutting force for all
applications. Available in the classic and offset designs.

7210 SPIDER Left Classic 5.5

spider Left Offset 5.5 Black
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7211

SPIDER Left Classic 5.25 Effi (33)

7212

SPIDER Left Offset 5.5
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spider Left Offset 5.5 Effi Black
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Comfort CUT Razor

7213

LEFT
7210
7211
7212
7213

SPIDER
SPIDER
SPIDER
SPIDER

Left
Left
Left
Left

Surface
machine-polished
Screw connection
Basic screw
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Classic 5.5
Classic 5.25 Effi (33)
Offset 5.5
Offset 5.25 Effi (33)

10 Blades Comfort Cut
+ Attachment Comb

Tool Bag

SPIDER Left Offset 5.25 Effi (33)

Properties
with fashionable decorative cap, straight blade

spider left SET
5847 SPIDER LEFT Offset 5.5 Black Set
5848 SPIDER LEFT Classic 5.5 Black Set

LEFT
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Premium-Line | MYTHOS
SPIDER SHINE SET
SPOTS SET

A-LINE SETS
Big on content.
Small on price.
Particularly attractive offers - especially for the small budget - are available in
TONDEO scissor sets. Here, top quality scissors are accompanied by a range of
attractive bonus items and tools, for example, razors, blades or bags. Be sure
to take advantage of these offers!
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sets

spider shine set

spots set

Cool appearance, absolute reliability: The SPIDER Shine offers creative freedom from the very beginning. The fashionable decorative cap brings colour
into play while the attractive price also impresses!
Available in the classic and offset designs.

The best quality from the very beginning. Optionally available with slice cutting for all techniques or with micro-fine serration for exact cutting without
pushing forward of the hair. The best thing about it: You get a great discount
and a whole host of tools for free! Available in the classic and offset designs.

spider Shine Offset 5.5

Spots Micro Classic 5.5

spider shine Offset 5.25 Effi

SPOTS Micro Classic 5.5 Effi

Comfort Cut Razor

10 Blades Comfort Cut
+ Attachment Comb

Comfort Cut Razor

10 Blades Comfort Cut
+ Attachment Comb

Tool Bag
The creative winner class of
the Azubi Challenge 2017 for
trainees on Facebook

SPIDER SHINE SET

SPOTS SET

5845 Spider Shine Offset 5.5 Black Set
5846 Spider Shine Classic 5.5 Black Set

5701
5702
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SPOTS Micro Offset 5.5 Set
Spots Micro Classic 5.5 Set
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Premium-Line | MYTHOS
SIFTER
TM
COMFORT CUT
KLINGEN
BLAZOR

M-LINE
Shave or cut. Razors &
blades for all occasions.
Even for our razors, established techniques and new developments determine the
on-going devel-opment. In connection with our TONDEO range of blades, you
receive hair-cutting devices, with which you can work safely and precisely.
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m-Line

sifter

tm

Vibration-free blade inserts and the classic stainless steel blade handle ensure
safe and gentle work with the long blade – and make the SIFTER an all-rounder
for all requirements. SIFTER Ergo is also convincing due to the ergonomically
optimised, light handle.
Suitable for TSS3 blades and TCR blades in halves, including safety attachment
comb.

With our classic TM, shaving and cutting are made easy, the protected blade
edges on both sides ensure particular safety.
Suitable for TCR blades, in halves.

1124

Sifter Classic
1110 RAZOR tm Set
11110B RAZOR TM Black Set

MICHAEL TOMAN
Toman’s Barbiere und Friseure,
München
German champion in men‘s
styles at 2015
www.tomans.de
»The TM Black rests well in the hand because it has
the ideal centre of gravity. It is perfectly suited to
shaving and cutting contours.«
1116

Sifter Ergo

sifter
1124
1116

Sifter Classic Set incl. 10 blades TSS3
Sifter Ergo Set incl. 10 blades TSS3

Properties
1124 classic stainless steel handle
1116 ergonomic folding handle
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messer tm

Suitable blades
TSS3 (1040) and TCR, in halves

1110
11110B

Razor TM Set incl. 10 TCR blades
Razor TM Black Set incl. 10 TCR blades

Suitable blades
TCR (1020), in halves

Incl.

Properties
solid metal blade holder and handle with plastic casing
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m-Line

comfort cut

BLADES

Safe razor guidance due to the ideal blade length and a fast blade change
due to the comfort blade system – more comfort is hardly possible!
Suitable for Comfort Cut blades, incl. safety comb.

1112

Comfort Cut

1020 TCR
Short blades for safe handling
10 x 10 blades

1040 TSS 3
Long blade for rational work in thick hair
10 x 10 blades

1111 Comfort Cut Blades
Easy and safe blade change due to special
COMFORT blade system
10 x 10 blades

1103 Comfort Safe
Light and safe blade change due to special
COMFORT blade system and safe work due to the
serrated safety side and bare professional side
10 x 10 blades

TIP – How to change the blades of TONDEO
Comfort Cut/
Comfort Safe
1. Place the blade guide on the
razor blade and slide on up
to the impact point. The razor
blade is now fixed in place
and be lifted out to the top.

2

2. C
 lick the razor blade into the
empty dispenser compartment and pull the blade out.

comfort-cut
1112

2. Keep the unused halves in the paper.
3.	Slide on the razor blade holder, insert
the halved razor blade and close the
holder tightly again.

Comfort Cut Set incl. 10 Comfort
Cut blades

Properties
functional, ergonomic handle, comfortable blade changing
Suitable blades
Comfort Cut (1111) and Comfort Safe (1103)
Incl.
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TCR/TSS3
1.	Leave the razor blades in the paper
and break along the middle axis with
the tip of the arrow pointing up.

BLADES
1020
1040
1111
1103

TCR, 10 x 10 blades
TSS 3, 10 x 10 blades
Comfort Cut blades, 10 x 10 blades
Comfort Safe, 10 x 10 blades
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blazor

Inserting the blade

The BLAZOR (»Blade«+»Razor«) does not prescribe any particular technique
and allows plenty of space for creativity. With regard to hand posture and
operation: Handling is intuitive and individual, without any need for training.
The proximity of the hand to the blade ensures sensitive operation enabling
cutting effects to be varied instinctively: The creation of complete hair cuts
with soft foundation lengths and flowing transitions, the setting of fashionable
accents with creative techniques – With the BLAZOR, everything is possible!
Suitable for 10 TSS3 blades

The curved blade ensures maximum stability
and precise use. Natural
hand posture and secure guidance is achieved
by the extreme proximity of the hand to the
blade.

Hand posture when holding the Blazor is individual
according to own preference. It can be held at the
front (STEP 1) or rear (STEP 2) and used accordingly. It is also suitable for both left and
right-handed users.

Ron Schumann,
master hairdresser and
creator of the idea,
Coesfeld

1177 BLAZOR

www.schumannssalon.de

Work the way you want
STEP 1

STEP 2

STEP 3

STEP 4

STEP 5

STEP 6

BLAZOR
1177

Blazor incl. 10 TSS3 blades

properties
curved blade delivers maximum stability
suitable blades
TSS3 (1040)

Incl. 10
TSS 3
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STEP 1-2:
		
STEP 3:
STEP 4-6:
		

Determine the basic length and
shape of the cut on wet hair
Dry with the dryer
Volume cut and personalisation
on dry hair

Video:

www.tondeo.de/blazor/en/
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WELCOME TO THE

Being a barber is a life philosophy. In focus: The man with demands
– Both the barber and his client. High-quality tools with tradition
– Who better to meet this requirement than TONDEO who have
more than 90 years of expertise in scissors and blades behind them?
With the new TONDEO BARBER’S TOOLBAR - Developed for barbers, in
conjunction with barbers - TONDEO provides just the tools a barber needs:
Alongside a new pair of scissors, designed specifically for the perfect masculine
cut, the range includes a blade, a cable clipper and a tool roll made from real
camel - leather. With these tools, barbers are well equipment to meet high
demands.
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barber’s toolbar

FADE-BLADE with
nano teeth
For short, halved
TCR blades
Curved blade

Solid metal handle with highly
polished plastic shell

Extreme hollow ground

Free blade tip

Curved thumb ring

ETREME SHARPNESS MEETS
EXTREME PRECISION

THE RAZOR FOR SHAVING
AND CONTOURING

Even the unusual look with a curved blade and angle thumb ring
make the EARL from the BARBER’S TOOLBAR an extraordinary
pair of scissors. The blade of these scissors was developed in conjunction with barbers and represents something never seen before:
The FADE-BLADE with its nano teeth at the tip ensure precise cutting without feed when cutting transitions, but still ensure a gentle
cutting sensation. The integrated blade enables perfect slice cutting. In other words: The EARL is the pair of scissors for a perfect
masculine cut.

The KINGSGUARD demonstrates its class with a traditional barber‘s optic. Designed specifically for the needs of barbers, the
blade enables shaving across the entire length of the blade. The
corner protection has been deliberately omitted so that the tip of
the blade can be used to create the finest of contours. And when it
comes to size, weight and balance, the KINGSGUARD meets the
barber‘s wishes fully.

EARL

KINGSGUARD

9402

1191

EARL Offset 7.0

SURFACE polished
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STEEL Vanadium enriched alloy and innovative hardening procedure

KINGSGUARD Set incl. 10 TCR

suitable blades TCR (1020 in halves)
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barber’s toolbar

Fine, real
camel leather
Precision cutting plates
made from chrome-plated carbon steel

Handmade in Solingen

Extremely quiet
magnetic motor

Space for up to 10 tools

POWER FOR THE ENTIRE DAY

2.80 m power cable

ELEGANT STORAGE FOR THE BARBER

Perfect for constant use at the barber‘s: The powerful and robust
professional clipper DUKE from the BARBER’S TOOLBAR. Behind
the cool retro look there is a highly modern, wear-free, powerful
and extremely quiet magnetic motor with dual-swing anchor. A total
of 6 combs, with cutting lengths of 3 – 25 mm, make the DUKE a
fatigue-free companion for the barber, all day, for all clients.

The leather roll is handmade in Solingen and provides sufficient
space to store the tools needed by a barber – And can itself be
easily stored in a space-saving manner by rolling it up. Fine, real
camel leather is not just elegant to look at, it also offers an extremely pleasant haptic and is particularly robust.

DUKE

GUARDSMAN

32507

33310

DUKE

COMB SET 3,6,9,12,18,25 mm
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Magnetic motor with dual swing anchor

GUARDSMAN

Fine camel leather

Space for up to 10 pairs of scissors

HANDMADE IN SOLINGEN
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hair cutting mashines

hairdryer

TONGS

ECO PLUS
ECO L
ECO CERAMIC
ECO TRIBAL
ECO M
ECO S+
ECO XS
MINI TRIMMER
MINI TRIMMER MAN

DRYNAMIC P
DRYSTAR 2000
E-LINE 1500

CERION Plus 2.0
CERION Swipe
CERION Curve
TRIO Crimper
CERION Wave big
CERION Wave Plus
CERION Hot Brush
CERION 2 Go
CERION Hot Brush 2 Go

technic
More than smooth.
Professional devices
for creative scope.
Innovative electrical devices complete the high-quality TONDEO range. Here, you can
find robust top devices for daily use that are convincing due to their new technologies,
durability, wide range of applications and ergonomic design.
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eco plus black
This high performance Design professional clipper for mains and battery
operation is impressive all round. It has adjustable cutting lengths and a
46 mm full metal cutting head, while especially convenient handling is
guaranteed by the ergonomic shape and soft grip cushioning on the casing.

MAINTENANCE
INSTRUCTIONS
All the tools should be cleaned or disinfected every day, so that they are
completely ready for use again the next day. Rub down surfaces of hair dryers,
haircutting machines and flat irons every day with a slightly damp cloth, so
that no residue e.g. of hair cosmetics products forms.

Hair cutting
machines
In order to guarantee the running and cutting
performance of hair cutting machines for the longterm, regular maintenance is an absolute must,
as the battery performance is severely restricted
in the event of contamination with remnants of
hair. Therefore, the cutting head must be removed
every day and the cutting head and the inside of
the device must be cleaned with the brush
belonging to the machine. Rub machine oil into the
cutting heads regularly so that they remain
smooth-running and can work accurately. The
“easy cleaning quick release system” in the
TONDEO hair cutting machines makes cleaning
much easier, as the cutting heads can be easily
removed and replaced.

Hair dryers
An absolute must for the hair dryer is the regular
cleaning of the screen in front of the air filter. If the
air supply is not absolutely guaranteed because
the screen is dirty, the motor can be overheated
and the hair dryer is broken. The air filter should,
therefore, ideally be produced from durable stainless steel and be easily removable.
3262 ECO Plus Black

flat irons
The plates should be cleaned every day with a
slightly damp cloth. Make sure that no moisture
gets inside the device, as this may lead to short
circuits!

eco plus black
3262

ECO Plus Black

Solid steel cutting head, Easy cleaning quick-change system,
comb set (4, 8, 12, 16, 20 mm), Mains and battery operation
(2-Way)
Usage time without charging: approx. 100 mins
Device weight: 270 g
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eco l black velvet

eco ceramic black

This powerful professional with a high-quality 46 mm all-metal cutting head
and an integrated cutting length adjustment completes the ECO range. The
powerful motor and 2 Eneloop rechargeable batteries guarantee a lot of
power. The Black Velvet version with a specially comfortable non-slip velvet
soft-touch surface.

Our 2-way clipper with ceramic plates makes an extremely smooth cut possible
and sits particularly well in the hand due to its ergonomic casing with soft-grip
padding.

3780 ECO L Black Velvet

3270 ECO Ceramic Black

eco plus black velvet

eco ceramic black

3780

3270

ECO L Black Velvet

Battery-operated, solid steel cutting head, 2 removable
fast-charging batteries, easy cleaning, quick-change system
Comb set (4, 8, 12, 16, 20 mm)
Usage time without charging: approx. 100 mins
Device weight: 270 g
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ECO Ceramic Black

ceramic cutting head, easy-cleaning quick release system
comb set (3, 6, 10, 13, 25 mm), mains and battery operation
Usage time without charging: approx. 55-65 mins
device weight: 222g
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eco tribal/eco m

eco s+

Due to its 40 mm fully metal “easy” cutting plate in T-blade form with rough
toothing, the hair cutting machine ECO M is also suitable for complete
haircuts. ECO Tribal, developed in cooperation with Stefan Lenk, has fine toothing and is the perfect tool for hair tattoos with the additional 5 mm cutting
head and the cutting pattern.

The new ECO S+ is a real power package with optical and technical
attractions. Driven by a strong 2.4 V motor, that ensures powerful, long-lasting
cutting force, the trimmer cuts even thick hair quickly and efficiently thanks to
the high torque. The precision cutting plates made from chrome-plate carbon
steel are blade-sharp and enable a butter-soft cutting sensation and precise
implementation of contours.
But despite the power and technical features, the ECO S+ is, at just 130 g,
particularly convenient and ergonomic - An added fun bonus when using.

5 mm

Easy

Fine

3267 ECO Tribal

32505

ECO S+

Only use the original
charging station!

3274 ECO M Black
32504

ECO Tribal/ECO M
3274

ECO M Black

eco s+
Usage time without charging: approx. 55-65 mins
Device weight: 123 g

solid steel, T-blade with rough toothing, comb set (3, 6, 9,
12 mm), easy-cleaning quick release system
3267

ECO Tribal

2 fully steel cutting heads (T-blade with fine toothing and
Tribal) comb set (3, 6, 9, 12 mm), incl. tribal-style pattern
easy-cleaning quick release system, mains and battery
operation
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ECO S+ Black

3267

40mm

32505
32504

ECO S+
ECO S+ BLACK

Battery operation (shorter charging times thanks to Power
NIMH battery pack), full-steel cutting, plate, comb attachment with 4 positions (3/4.5/6/7.5 mm), easy to clean, quick
change system
Usage time without charging: approx. 60 mins
Device weight: 130 g

5mm
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eco xs

mini trimmer

This convenient lightweight presents itself for everyday use with truly
impressive strengths when it comes to beards and contours. And it is also
convincing due to its stylish design: in the Velvet version due to the elegant,
velvety smooth soft touch surface.
Made in Germany.

It brings eyebrows gently into shape and comfortably and efficiently
removes undesired facial and body hair – the MINI TRIMMER is a big thing
amongst the small devices.

3268 ECO XS Silver

www.tondeo.de/en/media-library/
business-cut/

3711

3708 Mini Trimmer Black
3195 Mini Trimmer Silver

ECO XS Black Velvet

eco xs
3268
3711

ECO XS Silver
ECO XS Black Velvet

battery operation, fully steel cutting head, 1 attachment
comb 3-6 mm
Usage time without charging: approx. 60 mins
Device weight: 125 g
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mini-trimmer
3195
3708

Mini Trimmer Silver
Mini Trimmer Black

Mini Trimmer: Including 1.5V micro AAA battery, blades
made from rust-free steel, modern micro motor
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mini trimmer man

drynamic p

Removes ear and nose hair easily and efficiently. Rounded crown cutting head
for increased safety and comfort in elegant pen format.

Completely balanced: Our Italian professional brings considerable performance
when it comes to drying, and also offers low weight. The especially even and
perfectly balanced weight distribution is combined with an ergonomic handle
for fatigue-free use. The particularly strong air flow through the additional side
openings of the dual-jet styling nozzle is also very convincing.
Made in Italy.

32304

Drynamic P

Diffusor available
as accessory!
32509
		

Mini Trimmer Man Display
(Contains 6 items)

32508

Eco Mini Trimmer Man

32304ET1 Diffusor

mini-trimmer man

drynamic p

32509

32304
32304ETI

32508

Mini Trimmer Man Display
(Contains 6 items)
Mini Trimmer Man

360° rotating cutting plates made from rust-free steel,
housing with high-quality aluminium coating, including
1.5V micro AAA battery
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Drynamic
Diffusor

Motor:1800-2000 Watt professional AC motor
Accessories: Dual-jet styling nozzle (75mm)
Weight: Light in weight (<500g)
Filter: Removable stainless steel filter
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drystar 2000

Metallic Edition

This long-lasting professional hairdryer has, above all, a 2000 – 2200 Watt
strength professional AC motor at its disposal. It has four heat settings and two
speed settings as well as an instant cold button and, thanks to the ergonomic
handle and balanced weight distribution, enables fatigue-free operation. The
placement of the switch on the front enables the Drystar 2000 to be easily
used by both right and left handed users.

32307		

Drystar 2000 Gold

32306

Drystar 2000 Silver

32302 Drystar 2000 Black

Diffusor available
as accessory!
32302ET1 Diffusor

Antonio Weinitschke
Art Director Zentralverband,
Salon Owner „A&K Friseure“, Aachen
www.aundkfriseure.de
»Since my salon still has many clients who visit weekly and
place value on a professional and durable blow-dry, the
convenience and powerful performance of the Drystar 2000
is very convincing.«
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drystar 2000
32302
32306
32307
32302ET1

Drystar 2000 Black
Drystar 2000 Silver
Drystar 2000 Gold
Diffusor

Weight: Balanced weight distribution, 499g
Filter: Removable stainless steel filter

Motor: 2000-2000 Watt (220V-240V) professional AC motor
Accessories: Dual-jet styling nozzle (75 mm)
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e-line 1500

cerion plus 2.0

It is not only technical values, such as the 3 heat and 2 blower levels, that are
convincing in E-LINE 1500. The robustness and reliability of our classic are
valued, in particular, in everyday use. Including air shower.
Made in Italy.

Beautiful hair in a gentle process: Ionising ceramic tourmaline runners create
gentle infra-red heat. CERION Plus 2.0: The individual temperature setting can
be adjusted down to 80 °C for a particularly gentle straightening process.

3178 E-Line 1500 Black

3727 Cerion Plus 2.0

Including air shower!

e-line 1500 black
3178

E-Line 1500 Black

Motor: 1500W AC motor
Accessories: 2 styling nozzles, air shower
Weight: balanced weight distribution
Filter: removable stainless steel filter
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cerion plus 2.0
3727

Cerion Plus 2.0

Rounded, wide plates, insulated casing made from
Thermoplus plastic
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cerion swipe

cerion curve

This professional styler with innovative „touch&swipe“ sensor operating panel
ensures perfectly straightened, glossy hair. Thanks to the sensor-controlled
regulation, the temperature can be controlled in 5 ° intervals (50 °C – 230 °C)
and easily set to each hair type. The excellent, fast heating time and evenly
constant heat distribution are also a benefit. Spring-loaded and smooth UltraSlide titanium plates enable easy and quick operation and, thanks to minimal
friction, protect the hair from high pressures. Thus gently shaping the hair and
giving it renewed shine.

Lively curls with a silky sheen or perfectly straightened beautiful hair – this is
even easier with the new CERION Curve. Silver, high-gloss curve inserts at the
outside edges make perfect curls possible. The rounded, spring-loaded
ceramic and tourmaline coated plates make any styling perfect with a flick of
the wrist. Application video at www.tondeo.de/en/tutorials/cerion-curve/

3721

31004

Cerion Curve Black

Cerion swipe

cerion swipe
31004

cerion curve

Cerion swipe

»Touch&swipe« sensor operating panel, Ultra-Slide titanium
plates, MCH heating element, temperature regulation in
5 °C intervals

3721

shaping curve inserts, incl. heat protection mat
25x94mm
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Cerion Curve Black

50–230 °C

AUTO-OFF 20 min

21x89mm

120–230 °C
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trio crimper

cerion wave big

Stand, structure and volume thanks to effect crimping or accentuation of
sections of hair – the TRIO Crimper developed in conjunction with the TRIO
Academy makes (almost) everything possible. The slim shape ensures
extremely pleasant handling.

Large, elegantly flowing waves or fashionable Hollywood waves can be styled in
no time with the inner wave shaped runners of the Cerion Wave Big. The special
convex, rounded wave runners with ceramic tourmaline coating ensure unbeatable wave styling, gentle shaping and new shine with nourishing ions.
Application video at www.tondeo.de/en/product/cerion-wave-big-2/

3266	TRIO Crimper

3731

DENISE BREDTMANN
Owner of the
Bredtmann Spirit of hair,
Wuppertal
Up-do expert and
Educator
www.bredtmann.de
Denise Bredtmann‘s recommendation:
»With a collection of wild curls, I crimp 2-3 finger-widths of the hairline behind the contour and
under the parting. This ensures that the hairline
remains voluminous and can withstand even the
wildest of party nights. The TRIO CRIMPER from
TONDEO is perfect for this.«

trio crimper

DENISE BREDTMANN
Owner of the
Bredtmann Spirit of hair,
Wuppertal
Up-do expert and
Educator
www.bredtmann.de
Denise Bredtmann‘s recommendation:
»Finger waves for the lazy among us. I also like to
use these tongs to create the basis for up-dos. Hair
with structure can be put up much more naturally
and lend a secure hold to the style.«

cerion wave big

3266	TRIO Crimper
Ready for use in seconds, slim shape

3731

TRIO hair & company: www.trio-hair.net

Cerion Wave Big

Plate lock for space-saving storage
24x89mm
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Cerion Wave Big

60–210 °C

150–210 °C
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cerion wave plus

cerion hot brush

A must-have for lively waves and generous volume!

The new Hot Brush in the CERION range is the ideal styling aid. The hot brush
easily conjures volume, curls or body into the hair or straightens it gently
within minutes. The Hot Brush heats up in seconds, making it ready for use
almost immediately. The ceramic-coated body of the brush ensures optimum
heat distribution. The insulated tip means that the hair can be curled easily
using the 40mm-wide brush tip.

Volumising function

3728 CERION WAVE Plus

Fauve Lex
Hair-Artist, Köln
www.lex-makeup.com
»A genius amongst tongs with 2 different
functions. With the device open, you can
create great beach waves, an ideal look for
combination with braided elements. If you
wrap long hair around the closed tongs, you
can create fantastic Hollywood-style waves.«

31002

Cerion Hot Brush Ø 40 mm

cerion wave plus

cerion hot brush

3728

31002

Cerion Wave Plus

Hot round brush, Insulated Tipp

Wave and volumising functions
150–210 °C
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Cerion Hot Brush Ø 40 mm

Max. 150 °C
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cerion 2 go

cerion hot brush 2 go

Cordless mini styler brings out the best. For straightening, emphasising and

Hairdressing and re-styling on-the-go can be simple and quick: The cordless
hot, round brush, the CERION HOT BRUSH 2 Go, is charged at home and used
as a cordless device when you are out. Thanks to its light weight, this tool can
be tucked into any handbag, and can quickly be pulled into play for volume,
curls, motion or straight hair.

finishing For use in the salon, at home and when out and about. Ideal for
fringes, short hair, styling ends and refreshing hairstyles when out and about!

31010

31005	CERION HOT BRUSH 2 GO

Cerion 2 go

cerion 2 go

cerion hot BRUSH 2 go

31010

31005 	CERION HOT BRUSH 2 GO

CERION 2 Go

Cordless, just 159 g and 24.5 cm, with a charging time of
approximately 90 minutes, Including heat-protection case

Cordless, just 140 g and 19 cm, rounded and flexible plates
incl. heat-protection case, perfect for on the go
140–180 °C
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18x70mm

Ca. 220 °C
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NUBUCK TOOL BAG
UNIVERSAL TOOL BAG
ATELIER GRAPHITE
Atelier Offset
ATELIER alpha ION
Atelier CAOUTCHOUC COMB SET

EQUIPMENT
Our accessories.
For your everyday work.
So that you can rely on the customary TONDEO quality, we offer you a constantly
growing range of professional accessories – from bags and tool rolls to brushes
and combs.
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NUBUCK TOOL BAG
With our holster with a high-quality nubuck appearance and suede lining, you
can always keep our scissors and accessories ready to hand. The bag can be
opened at the bottom and is thus easy to clean.

UNIVERSAL TOOL BAG
The classic amongst our tool bags is convincing due to its hard-wearing
synthetic leather, and a lot of space for scissors and other accessories.

3381 Universal TOOL BAG Black

3694 Universal TOOL BAG Coffee
3661 NUBUCK TOOL BAG Black

3695 Universal TOOL BAG Cream

TOOL Bags
3661
3381
3694
3695
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NUBUCK TOOL BAG Black
Universal TOOL BAG Black
Universal TOOL BAG Coffee
Universal TOOL BAG Cream
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atelier graphite
Are you looking for long-lasting volume or great curls? Not a problem for the
high-tech graphite round brushes in the ATELIER GRAPHITE series. Thanks to
the quick, even heat distribution enabled by the graphite-coated brush body
and the quick drying thanks to honeycomb-shaped air vents in the brush
body, volume and curls can be easily shaped.

33510 ATELIER Graphite XXS (20/34 mm)

33511 ATELIER Graphite XS (25/40 mm)

33512 ATELIER Graphite S (33/50 mm)

33513 ATELIER Graphite M (43/63 mm)
2570 	Brush stand for three brushes

atelier graphite
33514 ATELIER Graphite L (53/76 mm)

Robin Huth
Hairdresser of the
Year 2016
»Style comes from styling - well dried
hair is, for me, an essential part of
the perfect hair cut. Thanks to the
even heat distribution of the Atelier
Graphite brushes I can conjure up the
perfect finish for each client.«

33515 ATELIER Graphite XL (65/92 mm)
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33510 ATELIER Graphite XXS
Ø inside 20 mm, outside 34 mm
33511 ATELIER Graphite XS
Ø inside 25 mm, outside 44 mm
33512 ATELIER Graphite S
Ø inside 33 mm, outside 50 mm
33513 ATELIER Graphite M
Ø inside 43 mm, outside 63 mm
33514 ATELIER Graphite L
Ø inside 53 mm, outside 76 mm
33515 ATELIER Graphite XL
Ø inside 65 mm, outside 92 mm

Anti-static graphite coating, heat-resistant nylon bristles,
vegan
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atelier offset

atelier alpha ion

Innovative – the angled arrangement of the boar bristles with rounded nylon
pins represents the best possible solution for blow-dry styles as they get hold
of the hair especially well.

Well-being for the hair – anti-static alpha ion boar bristles with integrated
“shoukouseki” silica ensure a natural shine, strong hair and protection from
damage. Elegant walnut wood handle.

2590 ATELIER Offset S (18,6/46 mm)

2568 ATELIER Alpha Ion M (24/55 mm)

2580 ATELIER Alpha Ion Pneumatic

atelier alpha ion
2568
2580

2591 ATELIER Offset M (22/48 mm)

ATELIER Alpha Ion M Ø inside 24 mm, outside 55 mm
ATELIER Alpha Ion Pneumatic

10 rows of boar bristles with nylon pins,
walnut wood handle

atelier Caoutchouc set
2592 ATELIER Offset L (26/52 mm)

100 % natural for the best results: The professional TONDEO caoutchouc comb
set is a 100% natural product made from Brazilian caoutchouc trees. All of the
comb‘s teeth are individually milled and polished by hand, which makes them
especially smooth and burr-free.

2593 ATELIER Offset XL (30/60 mm)

33501

Atelier Caoutchouc 5er Set

atelier offset
2590
2591
2592
2593

ATELIER
ATELIER
ATELIER
ATELIER

Offset
Offset
Offset
Offset

S Ø inside 18,6 mm, outside 46 mm
M Ø inside 22 mm, outside 48 mm
L Ø inside 26 mm, outside 52 mm
XL Ø inside 30 mm, outside 60 mm

Boar bristles with rounded nylon pins, wooden handle
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atelier Caoutchouc set
33501

Atelier Caoutchouc 5pcs. Set

Hair-cutting comb 6.9“, Hair-cutting comb 8.4“, Comb with
handle 9“, Needle tail comb 8.7“, Tail back comb 8“

MAINTENANCE
INSTRUCTIONS
brushes and combs
After every customer, remnants of hair should be removed,
of course. Regular thorough cleaning with water and mild
detergents is compulsory.
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• Silicone freei
• UV protection
• No animal testing
• Panthenol for
balancing moisture

STYLE
Styling for every occasion.
Always my style.
Whether sporty and simple or styled for a grand entrance – the hair-dresser exclusive
range from discostar has the optimum product for each client. Great results can be
generated by combining the products expertly. The convincing environmentally re-fill
concept ensures sustainability and economy.
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TRENGHT
extra strong

VOLUME

FIXATION

classic extra strong
strong
classic strong
4206 SPRAY VOLUMIZER, Bottle 200 ml

4211 CLASSIC LAC Bottle 200 ml
4223 CLASSIC LAC Can 3 l

Our particular recommendation for fine hair. The
blow-dry lotion without propellant gas gives
the hair a firm hold and lively volume, without
weighing down the hair.

The Classic Lac without propellant gas gives the
hairstyle an extra firm and reliable hold for a lasting
perfect look, and a silky shine. For classic dryer-styled hair, particularly easy to brush out.

Free from propellant gas, Panthenol for shine, care and protection; cations for excellent blow-drying and an anti-static
special filming agents create a flexible hold
Strength: strong

Free from propellant gas, Panthenol for shine, care and protection, silicone-free, thus failproof with colouring and restyling; with UV protection
Strength: classic extra strong

4204 MOUSSE STYLER, Bottle 300 ml
4200 CLASSIC STYLER, Bottle 200 ml
4220 CLASSIC STYLER, Can 3 l

A mousse styler for more volume. The micro-fine
cream structure allows for excellent shaping during
blow-drying. The result: Shine, maximum volume
and a firm hold.

The hairspray without propellant gas offers a strong
and reliable hold, a lasting natural look and a silky
shine. For classic dryer-styled hair, particularly easy
to brush out.

Panthenol for shine, care and protection; cationic styling
polymers offers a firm, weather-resistant hold; especially
creamy foam texture
Strength: strong

Free from propellant gas, Panthenol for shine, care and
protection, silicone-free, thus failproof with colouring and
restyling; with UV protection
Strength: classic strong

4201 SPRAY STYLER Bottle 200 ml
4221 SPRAY STYLER Can 3 l

FINISH

4208 CREATIVE STYLER, Dispenser 100 ml

This hairspray without propellant gas provides a
firm, weather-resistant hold and a natural look and
is suitable for all styling techniques.

For creative minds and the somewhat unusual
look: the alcohol-free styling gel with micro gloss
pigments provides an extra strong hold and bestows a fascinating shimmering pearlescent effect.

Free from propellant gas, Panthenol for shine, care and
protection, high-tech polymers and anionic filming agents for
flexible, weather-resistant hold; easy to comb out
Strength: strong

Alcohol-free, thus particularly gentle; Panthenol for shine,
care and protection; mineral micro-shine pigments create a
pearly shine; special filming agents create an extra firm holdStrength: extra strong

4202 LAC STYLER Bottle 200 ml
4222 LAC STYLER Can 3 l
The hair lacquer without propellant gas dries
especially quickly and offers a firm, lasting and
weather-resistant hold in next to no time. For a
natural look without sticking the hair together.
Free from propellant gas, Panthenol for shine, care and
protection, high-tech polymers and anionic filming agents for
flexible, weather-resistant hold; easy to comb out
Strength: extra strong
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Notes/Wishlist

explanation of the symbols | cut
XTREM-Production-Process
For extreme sharpness, soft
operation, and long-life
Integrated cutting edge
Smallest cutting angle for the
greatest sharpness and stability
Dual blade
Craene design with stable dagger blade on the upper blade
for work on the edges. Flat,
convex blade on the lower blade for precise
cutting on the skin
Ultra-slice DGT cutting edge
Super-sharp, with finely polished diamond hollow ground
blades and a finely polished or
integrated grind
Super-slice cutting edge
Razor-sharp, with polished
hollow ground blades for
a smooth and accurate cut
Slice cutting edge
Slice cutting edge with polished
cutting edge and polished hollow ground blades for smooth
operation
Standard-slice cutting edge
With polished cutting edge and
sharpened hollow ground
blades for good operation
Micro-fine serration
Micro-fine serration on one or
two sides for maximum cutting
precision for trims
• Micro-fine serration
•• shallow micro-finest serration
Eroded tulip teeth
The tulip head-shaped tooth
tips provide a precise cutting
surface, whilst the narrowing
tooth necks make a lot of freedom possible for
the remaining hair and thus enable a pleasant
operation

Thinning teeth
Milled teeth with milled or
ground prisms for optimum
cutting quality

Ball bearing steel
Nickel non-alloy, annealed,
rust-free ball bearing steel
(440 °C)

Thinning teeth
Milled teeth with micro-fine
serration on the teeth for
smooth operation

Molybdenum
Without nickel alloy, hardened,
stainless molybdenum steel
Cobalt
High cutting sharpness thanks
to scissors alloy with a higher
cobalt ratio, nickel non-alloy

Flat pivot point
Finely polished, for a smooth
and clearance-free operation
Special pivot point
The special pivot point for
smooth operation in different
versions

Chrome-steel
Nickel non-alloy, annealed,
rust-free chrome-steel
Soft blades
Innovative eye ring inserts for
individual comfort

TS-screw (turn stop)
Optimum basic tension of the
scissors specified in the factory.
The closing force can also be
adjusted individually via the adjusting ring,
with a „too loose setting“ not being possible

Unscrewable finger hook,
replaceable finger ring inserts

Screw system
Adjustable screw system
in basic or comfort version

Replaceable finger ring inserts

Flat pivot point with auto
cleaner
Remnants of dirt and hair are
removed by the cleaning
channels in the flat pivot point
VP9 steel
Extraordinary sharpness and
edge-holding ability due to 9 %
vanadium in the PURE steel and
PURE production process

Oiler
Including a stick with scissor oil

Oiler
Including scissor oil
Blades
In various lengths for different
areas of application, which are
inserted in the blade holder
either in halves or completely

Damascus steel
Rust-free, 100 % Damascus
steel,1 20 rolled layers
Vanadium
High wear strength thanks
to scissors alloy with higher
vanadium ratio, nickel non-alloy

Comfort system blades
Offer maximum safety during
blade change
Incl.

Attachment comb
For increased safety

Protected blade

explanation of the symbols | technic
Ceramic-based plates
Optimal heat distribution.
The hair is gently shaped

Cable length/swivel
Length and mobility of the
cable

Adjustable blade length
Individually adjustable blade
length for the cutting head

Tourmaline-based plates
Heating generates ions which
care for the hair. Promotes the
absorption of natural moisture

Auto-Off function
The iron switches off automatically after the final usage, after
the specified time

Two-way
Mains- and battery-operated

into the hair
Pearl powder sealing
Particularly gentle gliding of
the runners through the hair.
Closes the cuticle layer for
optimal protection

Flexible plates
Protection against excess
pressure
Individual temperature
setting
Optimal temperature setting
for every hair type

Temperature levels
Individual temperature setting
for the air flow

Cordless
Universal voltage – can be
used worldwide

Air flow levels
Individual setting for the
air flow
Made in Germany
Instant cold button
Stabilises the hair
Made in Italy
Cutting head width
Width of the cutting surface of
the cutting head
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